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Foreword

It is my great pleasure to present another issue of The Wright Flyer 
Papers. Through this series, Air Command and Staff College presents a 
sampling of exemplary research produced by our residence and distance-
learning students. This series has long showcased the kind of visionary 
thinking that drove the aspirations and activities of the earliest aviation 
pioneers. This year’s selection of essays admirably extends that tradi-
tion. As the series title indicates, these papers aim to present cutting-
edge, actionable knowledge— research that addresses some of the most 
complex security and defense challenges facing us today.

Recently, The Wright Flyer Papers transitioned to an exclusively elec-
tronic publication format. It is our hope that our migration from print 
editions to an electronic-only format will fire even greater intellectual 
debate among Airmen and fellow members of the profession of arms as 
the series reaches a growing global audience. By publishing these papers 
via the Air University Press website, ACSC hopes not only to reach more 
readers, but also to support Air Force–wide efforts to conserve re-
sources. In this spirit, we invite you to peruse past and current issues of 
The Wright Flyer Papers at http://aupress.maxwell.af.mil/papers_all 
.asp?cat=wright.

Thank you for supporting The Wright Flyer Papers and our efforts to 
disseminate outstanding ACSC student research for the benefit of our 
Air Force and war fighters everywhere. We trust that what follows will 
stimulate thinking, invite debate, and further encourage today’s air, 
space, and cyber war fighters in their continuing search for innovative 
and improved ways to defend our nation and way of life.

THOMAS H. DEALE
Brigadier General, USAF
Commandant
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Abstract

The confluence of environmental, energy, and economic issues associ-
ated with Arctic ice recession warrants proactive American strategy to 
account for increased human activity within the Eurasian Arctic region. 
This paper examines the time frame associated with sea ice recession, the 
availability of oil and gas resources shared by Norway and Russia, the 
potential time and cost savings associated with utilization of the North-
ern Sea Route (NSR), and the hazards induced by Arctic operations. The 
paper considers Norwegian and Russian Arctic strategies and juxtaposes 
them with current American policy to derive recommendations for 
American strategy pertaining to the Eurasian Arctic. To envision the 
Eurasian Arctic in 2025, America should seek a free flow of global trade 
along the NSR, a minimal international military presence in the Arctic, 
an economically stable Russia, a strong Norwegian partner, and an im-
proved international cooperation on environmental and maritime safety 
issues. Recommendations include accession to the United Nations Con-
vention on the Law of the Sea, modified engagement with Russia, support 
for Norwegian regional leadership, and increased utilization of multi-
lateral forums to address environmental, safety, and security concerns.
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Introduction

Trends in global weather patterns are expected to open unprecedented 
access to the Arctic in the coming century. Warming has resulted in an 
increasing seasonal recession of Arctic ice that exposes previously inac-
cessible resources and waterways. This development has the potential to 
fundamentally shift the geopolitical landscape across the Arctic with par-
ticular influence on areas rich in oil and gas deposits lying submerged 
beneath continental shelves. The confluence of environmental, energy, 
and economic issues associated with Arctic ice recession warrants proac-
tive policy by Arctic nations in anticipation of increased human activity 
within the Arctic region.

America’s Arctic interests exist along two fronts. While America’s fo-
cus is largely on its northern frontier and in the oil and gas deposits lo-
cated near Alaska, it must also remain cognizant of another emerging 
front—the Eurasian Arctic. The Eurasian Arctic, dominated by Russian 
waters, spans over 3,500 nautical miles (nm) ranging from the western 
entrance above Norway to the eastern outlet through the Bering Strait. 
The Northern Sea Route (NSR), which traverses the Eurasian Arctic, is 
enshrouded by sea ice during winter months; however, warming has 
opened the route to maritime traffic during summer months offering the 
potential to transit goods between Europe and Asia (fig. 1). The strategic 
value of the NSR has the potential to explode if newfound oil and gas 
deposits, controlled by Norway and Russia in the Barents and Kara Seas, 
can be linked to booming markets in Asia. America must carefully con-
sider how developments in the Eurasian Arctic will drive broader Amer-
ican Arctic strategy and likely inform choices made in the North Ameri-
can Arctic.

To explore these issues, this paper addresses four key areas that are 
tied to the strategic value of the NSR: the time frame associated with sea 
ice recession, the availability of oil and gas resources shared by Norway 
and Russia, the potential time and cost savings associated with utilization 
of the NSR, and the hazards induced by Arctic operations. Next, the pol-
icies of Russia, Norway, and the United States, with respect to the Eur-
asian Arctic, will be examined to determine how these nations’ interests 
are influenced by ice recession in the region. Finally, the amalgamation of 
these considerations will yield recommendations for American strategy 
to proactively address interests in the Eurasian Arctic.
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Figure 1. The Arctic marine sea. (Reprinted from the Protection of the Arctic 
Marine Environment Working Group Arctic Council, Arctic Marine Shipping 
Assessment 2009 Report, April 2009, http://www.pame.is/images/stories 
/AMSA_2009_Report/AMSA_2009_Report_2nd_print.pdf.)

Factors worthy of consideration have been intentionally omitted to 
constrain the focus of the research. First, the link between human activity 
and global warming has received extensive study by the scientific com-
munity. It may be possible, through aggressive global environmental re-
forms, to slow or reverse warming trends by reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions produced by the burning of fossil fuels. While environmental 
considerations are a key aspect of Arctic strategy, the ability to influence 
climate change through policy is not addressed. Also, many nations have 
a stake in Arctic outcomes. With global interest in the Arctic on the rise, 
several nations’ strategy and policy will influence the geopolitical situa-
tion in the region. However, this study will emphasize the official policy 
of Russia and Norway over other Arctic nations because their geographi-
cal position and access to resources grant them greater relative influence 
on American interests in the Eurasian Arctic. Finally, development of 
America’s Arctic resources in Alaska and the influence that the North-
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west Passage, the sea route that straddles the North American Arctic, will 
have on American trade may rightfully dominate the United States’ Arc-
tic focus. Considerations for policy in the North American Arctic will 
comingle with those in the Eurasian Arctic. However, evidence suggests 
that ice recession will impact resource access and the viability of seaways 
in the Eurasian Arctic before the North American Arctic. While events 
occurring in the Eurasian Arctic may serve as valuable indicators of fu-
ture changes in North America, emphasis is intentionally placed on the 
Eurasian Arctic to constrain the scope of recommendations.

The Arctic frontier offers untold potential shrouded by daunting ob-
stacles. The recession of Arctic sea ice has led Adm Gary Roughead, chief 
of Naval Operations, to proclaim, “There is a phenomenal event taking 
place on the planet today, and that is what I call the opening of the Fifth 
Ocean; that’s the Arctic Ocean. We haven’t had an ocean open on this 
planet since the end of the Ice Age. So if this is not a significant change 
that requires new, and I would submit, brave thinking on the topic, I don’t 
know what other sort of physical event could produce that.”1

In order to meet this challenge, the United States needs to understand 
the complex factors of environment, energy, and economics that influ-
ence the geopolitical landscape of the Arctic. Subsequently, the United 
States must apply this knowledge to adopt policy and pursue enhanced 
partnerships with other Arctic nations to promote stability and further 
the interests of America and its allies in the Eurasian Arctic.

Time frames for Arctic Ice Reduction
Many variables factor into the models of global climate systems, lead-

ing to a great deal of uncertainty regarding exactly when, and to what 
extent, Arctic sea ice reduction will unveil the NSR and facilitate access to 
oil and gas resources. In 2004 the entire NSR’s navigation season was only 
20 to 30 days.2 While the portion of the NSR within the Barents Sea is 
commonly open year-round, eastern sections are usually open for only 
60 to 90 days.3 In 2011 the route was open for five months and was tran-
sited by 34 ships with the assistance of a Russian icebreaker.4 Arctic ice 
flows are highly seasonal and variable from year to year, which increases 
uncertainty and costs associated with the NSR. However, it is expected 
that the navigable window will increase as the Arctic ice cap continues to 
melt. Accessibility hinges on many factors. Foremost among them may 
be the occurrence of an ice-free summer in the Arctic Ocean, a phenom-
enon that some models project may happen as early as 2015.5

The Arctic’s ice cover is diverse, consisting of multiyear ice, first-year 
ice, and young ice.6 At higher latitudes, ice cover has remained perma-
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nent throughout recorded history. Multiyear ice is “harder than con-
crete,” typically one to five meters thick, and capable of stopping the most 
powerful ice breakers.7 Conversely, young ice forms in autumn and is less 
than 30 centimeters thick and does not pose a safety hazard for most 
Arctic vessels.8 First-year ice ranges from one to two meters by the end of 
winter but can be traversed, with caution, by ice-strengthened vessels.9 
This realization portends that even a brief period of an ice-free summer 
has the potential to significantly open the Arctic Ocean and the NSR for 
an extended navigational window by decreasing not only the extent but 
also the strength of ice impinging upon sea routes.

“Observed sea ice extents derived from satellite passive microwave 
data for 1979–2006 indicate a decrease or annual loss of 45,000 km2 (ki-
lometer squared) of ice (3.7 percent decrease per decade),” the Arctic Ma-
rine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report claims (fig. 2). Given these models, 
it is plausible that an ice-free summer may occur around 2040.10 In 2007 
and again in 2012, summer Arctic sea ice cover reached its lowest extent 
in recorded history (fig. 3). These observations represent a rate of ice re-
duction three times greater than the average of commonly accepted 
models.11 “Mark Serreze from the National Snow and Ice Data Center 
(NSIDC) in Boulder, Colorado, is on record saying the Arctic’s summer 
sea ice will fully melt around 2030,” the Arctic Institute report stated.12 
However, multiple models show the potential for an ice-free summer oc-
curring between 2015 and 2017.13

Figure 2. Minimum Arctic sea ice extent, 21 September 1979. (Courtesy of 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration [NASA]/Goddard Space 
Flight Center Scientific [GSFC] Visualization Studio, Greenbelt, MD: NASA/
GFSC, http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=3998.)
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Figure 3. Minimum Arctic sea ice extent, 16 September 2012 and average 
minimum sea ice extent 1979–2010. The yellow outline shows the average 
sea ice minimum from 1979 through 2010. The sea ice is shown with a blue 
tint. (Courtesy of NASA/GSFC Scientific Visualization Studio, Greenbelt, 
MD: NASA/GFSC, http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=3998.)

It is scientifically challenging to develop precise models of complex 
nonlinear systems such as global weather. It is important to recognize 
that no climate model suggests that winter ice sea cover will disappear 
during this century.14 Operations in the Arctic will contend with seasonal 
ice formation for the foreseeable future. The Northern Research Forum, 
a Norwegian think tank, suggests, “Our knowledge of the relationship 
between global warming and climate change will remain somewhat sim-
plified and limited, leaving room for scientific uncertainties, doubts and 
even controversies.”15 Still, overwhelming evidence suggests that the NSR 
will be increasingly available for shipping as the twenty-first century pro-
gresses, with the strong potential for an ice-free summer to facilitate ac-
cess prior to 2040.

Access to Oil and Gas Resources
Access to inexpensive and stable sources of energy has been a catalyst 

for economic growth worldwide. Growing global demand for fossil fuels 
has driven steadily increasing energy prices. Global dependence on fossil 
fuels cedes disproportionate international influence to an increasingly 
small number of energy-rich nations. With fossil fuels currently provid-
ing 85 percent of the world’s energy needs, control of continuously dwin-
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dling known reserves has opened interest in deposits found in remote 
regions that were previously economically unviable for development and 
production.16 A 2008 US Geological Survey discovered that Arctic oil and 
gas deposits are concentrated in two regions, one capping northern 
Alaska and a larger region spanning the Barents and Kara Seas north of 
Norway and Russia.17 It is estimated that as much as 90 billion barrels of 
oil, 1.669 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 44 billion barrels of natural 
gas liquids may be found in the Arctic region, accounting for as much as 
25 percent of the world’s undiscovered fossil fuel reserves.18 Of those, ap-
proximately 84 percent will be found in offshore areas.19

The survey measures only those reserves that can be recovered by us-
ing existing technology; it also makes no claim as to the profitability of 
extracting those reserves. As the cost of fossil fuels increases, remote re-
serves become more attractive to oil companies. In order to capitalize on 
access to these resources, many Arctic nations have used articles of the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) to make 
geographic claims to portions of the ocean’s floor in an effort to gain sov-
ereignty over potentially lucrative resources. Today, more than 80 percent 
of the world’s fossil fuel reserves are state controlled, and an increasingly 
large number of oil and gas companies are partly or wholly owned by 
exporting governments.20 For Russia and Norway, this reality makes in-
vestments in oil and gas exploration and infrastructure a central piece of 
governmental policy. For over 40 years, Norway and Russia have peace-
fully contested the boundary of their maritime border, in effect halting 
the area’s exploration and development. In an unprecedented agreement 
made in September 2010 and ratified in July 2011, Russia and Norway 
agreed to split the difference on their claim to over 175,000 km2 of sea 
floor.21 Remarkably, in February 2013 the results of a Norwegian survey 
mapping the Norwegian-controlled ocean floor determined that existing 
resources in the disputed area were at least one-third more than previ-
ously predicted.22

While Russian prime minister Dmitri Medvedev has been sharply re-
buked for conceding as much as €30 billion in oil and gas, Russian ex-
perts claim the potential on the Russian side may be three times higher 
than that of the Norwegians.23 Prof. Vasiliy Bogoyavlensky at the Gubkin 
Russian State University of Oil and Gas pronounced, “Of course we do 
not gain anything by ceding territory, but we are given the possibility to 
work in an area that used to be blocked, and we are improving relations 
to our neighbors.”24 The previously contested area between the Russian 
and Norwegian borders represents only a fraction of the entirety of the 
resources available to each nation (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Maritime jurisdiction and boundaries in the Arctic. (Courtesy of 
International Boundaries Research Unit, Durham University, http://www 
.durham.ac.uk/ibru/resources/arctic.)

Experts on Arctic oil extraction at “The Future of Arctic Marine Navi-
gation in Mid-21st Century” symposium were interviewed regarding 
their expectations of timelines for resources development in the Arctic. 
Many experts claim that a decade will be required to develop technology 
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and infrastructure to support extraction in the Barents and Kara Seas.25 
However, after 2025 rapid development will likely occur with it being 
possible within 30 to 40 years to have “the whole region open to produc-
tion.”26 Clearly, the profitability of such ventures will be tied to access to 
and the continued increase of demand for oil. One expert concerned with 
NSR access clarified, “No one wants to build infrastructure for only 
6-months of the year.”27 However, another member claimed that Russia is 
actively pursuing technology that might render sea ice less of an obstacle 
for production. “They are working on a significant icebreaker fleet and 
ice-proof hulls. They are preparing to do this in current conditions. 
They’re not going to let a little sea ice stop them.”28 In 2006 the Norwegian 
public sector was spending over $60 million annually on petroleum-
related research.29 Statoil, a Norwegian oil company, is currently in the 
process of researching “nanopaint” and closed-ventilation systems to re-
duce the impact of ice formation and extreme cold on offshore oil plat-
forms.30 The Russians and Norwegians are actively pursuing investments 
in the region with the expectation that oil prices will continue to rise, and 
ice will continue to melt.

Access to these resources makes the Eurasian Arctic, and particularly 
the Barents and Kara Seas, a lucrative and strategic region. In 2008 Rus-
sian and Norwegian oil fields shipped 6.7 million barrels per day through 
western routes, as compared to 17 million barrels flowing from the Mid-
dle East through the Strait of Hormuz.31 When asked about security in 
the Arctic, one expert at the symposium quipped, “You have little spats 
about borders now, but I can’t see that growing into a major conflict. But 
if it turns into an oil rush then friends quickly become enemies if there 
are trillions at stake.”32 If the price of fossil fuels continues to rise and 
technology related to petroleum recovery can be refined, the sea floors of 
Norway and Russia represent a trove of resources that can rival dwin-
dling Middle Eastern supplies by midcentury. Increased petroleum re-
sources, when extracted, fuel the economic strength of the nations who 
control them. They become even more valuable if they can be efficiently 
delivered to hungry markets in the East.

Utility of the Northern Sea Route
The NSR, when navigable, offers a passage between European markets 

and the Pacific Ocean. The route potentially can provide a seasonal link 
for oil production in the Barents and Kara Seas to vibrant markets in 
China and Japan. With an extended ice-free period and developed infra-
structure, the NSR has the potential to serve as a major artery for global 
trade. The utility of the NSR is highly dependent upon the origin and 
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destination pairings. For example, traveling from Hamburg, Germany, to 
Yokohama, Japan, via the NSR is a journey of 6,600 nm; making the same 
connection through the Suez Canal requires an arduous 11,400 nm.33 
City pairings bridging Northern Europe to Northern China, Korea, and 
Japan have the largest benefit, often reducing travel distance by as much 
as 50 percent. Such routes can save as much as 15 days of transit time.

The ability to transit the NSR is notoriously unpredictable; the route 
has seen large variations in usage, a consideration that makes it less at-
tractive to the container ship industry, which is modeled on presched-
uled deliveries and uninterrupted service.34 The western portion of the 
NSR covering the Kara Sea has been open for year-round navigation 
since 1978; this portion, serviced by icebreakers, routinely links the Rus-
sian ports of Murmansk and Dudinka.35 The usage of the route as a na-
tional waterway by Russian vessels peaked in 1987 when 7 million tons 
were transported.36 In 1991 Russia opened the entire NSR for interna-
tional shipping. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, usage dwindled to 
between 1.5 and 2 million tons annually during the 1990s.37 Since 2000 
the entire route has been navigable for between 20 days to five months 
each year with only intermittent use during that time. In 2012 usage re-
surged, and 46 vessels––including those flying Norwegian, Finnish, Lat-
vian, and Chinese flags––carried over 1.3 million tons along the route.38 
Russian officials anticipate that cargo volume along the NSR will increase 
to roughly 13 to 15 million tons by 2015.39

Fuel savings for these journeys vary significantly based on the size of 
the vessel and the speed traveled. One Norwegian bulk carrier claimed a 
$550,000 savings in fuel as compared to a journey using a route around 
the Cape of Good Hope.40 Significant gains may be possible through 
economy of scale utilizing convoys of large ships. The Suez and Panama 
Canals are too narrow for “very large” and “ultra large” crude carriers to 
pass. Because ice routinely blocks more northern routings, the NSR fa-
vors passages along the Russian coast; these narrow passages also pre-
clude safe passage for extremely large vessels. As the ice continues to re-
cede, the NSR will become increasingly valuable to Norwegian and 
Russian oil and gas exporters as well as Chinese vessels carrying goods 
for European markets. Bin Yang of the Shanghai Maritime University 
sees a potential cost savings of $60 to $120 billion per year if China fully 
embraces Arctic shipping, diverting 5 to 15 percent of China’s interna-
tional trade.41 In 2020, 10 percent of China’s projected trade would be 
valued at over $650 billion dollars.42 Maritime experts in America predict 
that 2 percent of global shipping may transit the Arctic by 2030, and Arc-
tic shipping may claim 5 percent of global shipping by 2050.43
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The utility of the NSR hinges upon many factors, but foremost is the 
consistency of ice-free passage. If ice recession continues along this trend, 
the route—largely controlled and heavily influenced by Russia—will be-
come more attractive to international shipping, increasing its strategic 
value. Admiral Roughead recognized the impact this route may have 
during an address to the Active in the Arctic seminar, stating, “And then 
in about 20 years time, 25 years time, the Arctic becomes a profitable sea 
route from Asia to Europe over the top of the planet. If you look at some 
of the estimates from shippers, some may actually be here. That is about 
a million dollars a trip someone saves. That is not insignificant.”44 As the 
timeline for ice recession is plotted over the potential for oil field devel-
opment and profitability of the NSR, it becomes apparent that some na-
tions are wagering vast amounts of wealth to capitalize on the opportu-
nity in as soon as the next 10 years. Research and development projects 
undertaken by companies and nations today to facilitate resource extrac-
tion and transportation infrastructure will be reaching fruition as early as 
2020. Awareness of the hazards of Arctic operations will be essential to 
reaping the dividends of these investments and creating policy, infra-
structure, and cooperation to promote safety.

Hazards to Arctic Operations
Operating in the Arctic and navigating the NSR present significant 

challenges and risks. Unique difficulties in navigation and a remote loca-
tion create a hostile environment that is largely incompatible with tradi-
tional maritime operations. Developing the capability to safely operate in 
the Arctic requires a comprehensive investment from the nations seeking 
access. The United States presently finds itself particularly ill-equipped 
for such a venture.

Maritime domain awareness is a comprehensive term that includes 
the knowledge of weather, terrain, sea depth, own-ship positioning, 
tracking of other vessels, and communications between vessels and land-
based stations. These factors are made more difficult by the Arctic’s lack 
of infrastructure and relative absence of satellite coverage.

The Arctic is poorly mapped; land and sea charts of NSR areas lack the 
charting and hydrographic data necessary for the precise navigation of 
large vessels.45 Furthermore, inertial and magnetic heading accuracy is 
confounded by the proximity of magnetic north and the rapid transit 
across longitudinal lines experienced at extremely high latitudes.46 Land-
based radio-navigation infrastructure for own-ship positioning, com-
mon to frequently traveled straits, is virtually nonexistent in the Arctic.47 
Inadequate weather monitoring in remote regions lacking radar and sat-
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ellite coverage yields unwelcome surprises. Ice flows are difficult to fore-
cast and are rapidly variable. A vessel commencing a journey through the 
NSR may find its passage—once thought to be clear—quickly beset by 
advancing ice packs or potentially damaging flows.

These problems are multiplied by a lack of satellite coverage, which 
impacts global positioning and communications. Elevation angles of 
global positioning systems and the European Galileo positioning satellite 
constellations are optimized for coverage across sub-Arctic latitudes.48 
The Russian global navigation satellite system provides slightly better 
coverage at 65 degrees of elevation but is subjected to large ionospheric 
effects that result in gaps in coverage and reception.49 Adequate satellite 
coverage and bandwidth exist for single vessels transiting the NSR; how-
ever, US defense analysts claim that “communications architecture is in-
sufficient to support normal operational practices of a surface action 
group or any large-scale Joint Force operations.”50

These factors, coupled with increased insurance costs and a require-
ment for icebreaking support, challenge the safety and profitability of 
Arctic operations.51 In 2010 icebreaking fees for a single vessel transiting 
the NSR amounted to over $200,000, which is comparable to transit fees 
through the Panama or Suez Canal.52 Larger vessels would require two 
icebreakers to carve an adequately wide path in ice-contested waters.53 In 
order to accept increased risk, there must be an adequate margin for prof-
itability that may not be realized until infrastructure and ice recession 
mitigates uncertainty.

Remoteness is another significant barrier to Arctic operation. The 
NSR traces over 2,500 nm of nearly uninhabited tundra and has few suit-
able ports. Ships experiencing accidents or mechanical failures have few 
viable safe havens, and search and rescue capabilities are significantly 
lacking. The Russians established the Northern Sea Route Administra-
tion in 2013 and have allocated the equivalent of $16 million to establish 
10 search and rescue centers spanning the route.54 However, this en-
deavor is only in the initial phases of development, and the investment 
appears meager to meet future demand.

Growth in petroleum production and shipping yields increased fears 
of an ecological disaster resulting from an oil spill in the region. Re-
sponders would have longer distances to travel, resulting in an increased 
radius of damage. However, recovering petroleum from waters mixed 
with ice poses an even greater challenge in responding to an Arctic oil 
spill.55 Technologies that are effective in open waters are ill-suited for an 
icy environment.

In 2009 a group of 40 experts assembled to consider several scenarios 
related to Arctic search and rescue and oil-spill response.56 The experts 
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concluded that present capabilities are entirely inadequate to provide a 
timely and meaningful response. They recommended identifying ports 
of refuge, improving maritime vessel tracking, creating mandatory safety 
regulations for Arctic operations, improving weather data and naviga-
tional charts, developing technologies to improve oil spill response, ex-
panding communication capabilities, and strengthening multinational 
plans and agreements for all types of responses.57 While the experts ac-
curately identified the hazards of operating in the Arctic, their analysis 
was not focused on developing capability. Such efforts necessitate large 
investments and international cooperation to ensure a comprehensive 
capability. Presently, the United States, despite its aspirations for global 
reach, has few assets to contribute toward such endeavors in the Eurasian 
Arctic or in its own hemisphere.

America possesses an unmatched blue-water Navy. However, aside 
from decades of Arctic submarine operations, it is a fleet ill-prepared for 
Arctic surface operations. In war games conducted in 2011 to test Arctic 
scenarios ranging from disaster response to security issues, the US Navy 
discovered that it lacked “everything from bases and Arctic-capable ships 
to reliable communications and cold-weather clothing. . . . To operate in 
the Arctic, the Navy will need to lean on the U.S. Coast Guard, countries 
like Russia or Canada, or tribal and industrial partners.”58

The Coast Guard’s fleet of icebreakers is currently in “woeful condi-
tion,” according to Adm Robert Papp, the Coast Guard commandant.59 
The Coast Guard is currently operating two icebreakers—one heavy ice-
breaker, CGC Polar Star, that has exceeded its 30-year service life and one 
new medium icebreaker, CGC Healy.60 While the Coast Guard’s fiscal 
year 2013 budget includes $8 million in acquisition funding earmarked 
for “survey and design activities” for a new heavy icebreaker, such a vessel 
will not be delivered for another 10 years.61 In the meantime, the Coast 
Guard’s projection for icebreaker requirements to support its internal 
homeland defense mission and the Navy’s operational needs stands at 
four heavy and two medium icebreakers.62

While leasing icebreaker capability may provide a Band-Aid fix in an 
emergency, a commercially leased vessel might not be legally usable for 
law enforcement or defense operations.63 Admiral Papp testified before 
the Senate in 2011: “And right now we’ve got zero capability to respond in 
the Arctic right now. And we’ve got to do better than that. That, when 
people ask me, what keeps me awake at night—an oil spill, a collision. A 
ship sinking in the Arctic keeps me awake at night, because we have 
nothing to respond. Or, if we respond, it’s going to take us weeks to get 
there.”64 US Navy commander Blake McBride, Arctic affairs officer for 
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Task Force Climate Change, explains, “We don’t foresee a military threat 
in the Arctic, but it doesn’t mean we will not need to operate there.”65

Ice recession may help alleviate some of the challenges of Arctic op-
erations, but militaries must consider other side effects resulting from 
warming. While reductions of ice formations may facilitate access from 
surface vessels, it may compromise a strategic safe haven for submarine 
operations. The Arctic has long served as a valuable refuge for American 
and Russian ballistic missile submarines whose nuclear payloads are hid-
den physically and acoustically by ice formations.66 The prospect of an 
ice-free summer may reduce the effectiveness of submarine forces as an 
effective nuclear deterrent during these periods.

The confluence of ice recession, resource development, and the open-
ing of the NSR portend the growing strategic value of the Eurasian Arc-
tic. These factors, when placed in the context of the challenges of operat-
ing in the Arctic, present an imposing problem for nations poised to 
capitalize on the region’s value. In order to plot a course for the future, the 
governments of Russia, Norway, and the United States have published 
strategy or policy for the Arctic to outline their interests, priorities, and 
intent for the region. A more comprehensive strategy can be derived to 
address America’s Arctic interests by reviewing and contrasting the te-
nets espoused in the strategies of regional powers against the stated goals 
of US policy.

Russian Federation Policy in the Arctic
Russia released its Arctic strategy in March 2009.67 The document 

clearly outlines what Russia perceives as its interests, outlines its plans for 
development, and provides a three-phase timeline that guides activities 
through 2020. Dr. Katarzyna Zysk, a senior fellow at the Norwegian Insti-
tute for Defence Studies, characterizes the document as “abstain[ing] 
from the assertive, belligerent rhetoric frequently used by Moscow in re-
cent years.”68 Rather than focusing on security concerns, the strategy 
clearly recognizes the significance of the Arctic region to Russia’s econ-
omy as well as the need for international cooperation to ensure stability 
in the region.

Russia defines its main national interests in the Arctic as

1. the utilization of the Russian Federation’s Arctic zone as a national 
strategic resource base capable of fulfilling the socioeconomic tasks 
associated with national growth;

2. the preservation of the Arctic as a zone of peace and cooperation;
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3. the protection of the Arctic’s unique ecological system; and

4. the use of the North Sea passage as a unified transportation link 
connecting Russia to the Arctic.69

The world looks to Russia with caution, wary of a predilection for realpo-
litik, but is optimistic for peaceful collaboration as the Arctic continues 
to thaw.

In order to understand Russia’s intent, it is valuable to assess Russia’s 
motivations and goals; economic motivation is foremost. Norwegian 
analyst Julia Loe assesses the two driving forces in Russian Arctic policy 
as “extraction of hydrocarbons and development of the Northern Sea 
Route . . . because they represent the most likely sources of Russian eco-
nomic opportunities in the Arctic toward 2030.”70 Currently, 20 percent 
of Russia’s gross domestic product and 22 percent of Russian exports are 
generated north of the Arctic Circle.71 It is likely that this percentage will 
increase for the foreseeable future with continued ice recession.

With deposits in western Siberia dwindling over the next 20 years, 
new prospects in the Barents and Kara Seas seem to offer a newfound 
source of resources to serve as the backbone of the Russian economy. 
Furthermore, as thawing permafrost threatens the stability of onshore oil 
production infrastructure, offshore oil extraction appears to offer Russia 
a viable and lucrative alternative. One of the key questions surrounding 
Russia’s economy is whether it will attempt to unshackle itself from raw 
material dependency.

Oil price fluctuations have historically resulted in massive swings in 
the Russian economy. When oil prices dropped from $140 a barrel in the 
summer of 2008 to $40 in January 2009, Russia’s stock market fell by 75 
percent in less than a year.72 Russia’s strategy proposes heavy investment 
in technology and infrastructure to support hydrocarbon extraction and 
increased operations along the NSR, including icebreaking, search and 
rescue, navigation, communications, and environmental and disaster re-
sponse. While nothing in the Arctic policy suggests a retreat from raw 
material dependence, Russia’s insistence on maintaining jurisdiction on 
international shipping transiting the North Sea passage alludes to the in-
tent to capitalize on revenue from the new trade route.

The legal status of the NSR will likely be an issue of international con-
tention. Russia’s jurisdiction claim is loosely based on Article 234 of the 
UNCLOS because portions of the route, when under ice cover, transit 
Russian territorial waters, despite the fact that other portions of the route 
pass into the high seas.73 By requiring vessels to notify Russian authorities 
of their intent to enter and to submit an application for guiding implies 
paying a fee for the usage of the route.74 Outside of its Arctic strategy, 
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Russia has asserted that an attempt by other countries to alter the NSR’s 
legal status would “conflict with Russia’s national interests.”75

Russian Arctic strategy does view sovereignty as a main goal and stra-
tegic priority. The Russian Federation’s official policy in the Arctic states 
that “in the sphere of national security, the protection and defense of the 
national boundary of the Russian Federation, which lies in the Arctic 
zone of the Russian Federation” is very important. The Russians seek a 
favorable operating environment in the Arctic zone for the Russian Fed-
eration, which includes the preservation of a basic fighting capability of 
general purpose units of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, as 
well as other troops and military formations in that region.76 Such a dec-
laration is consistent with any nation’s defense of its sovereignty; how-
ever, Russia has utilized the flow of resources backed up with military 
might to influence political behavior in the past.

Russia’s natural gas pipelines provide critical energy resources to a 
large portion of Europe. Between 2006 and 2008, Russia reduced or 
threatened to reduce gas supplies to Ukraine, Belarus, and Georgia dur-
ing periods of hostilities or political conflict.77 Many European countries 
have chosen to negotiate with Russia bilaterally rather than risk the sup-
ply of resources and compromise their relationship with the region’s larg-
est supplier.78 Control of the NSR could be utilized to halt the flow of 
goods and resources on a larger scale if a nation’s policies oppose those of 
the Russian government. Clearly, Russian acquiescence is presently re-
quired for access to the route, and active support from Russia’s expanding 
fleet of nuclear-powered icebreakers is frequently needed outside of sum-
mer months. Along with its icebreakers, Russia is growing its naval mili-
tary capacity. Russia has eight fourth-generation Borei-class ballistic mis-
sile submarines slated for completion by 2015.79 These submarines may 
be augmented by as many as 40 additional surface vessels and six aircraft 
carrier squadrons.80

Concerns over Russia’s naval recapitalization must be balanced with 
Russia’s stated intent to pursue the Arctic as a region of peaceful coopera-
tion. Russia is betting on the economic viability of Arctic resources and 
the NSR and is obligated to protect these interests. The North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) has been a historical power balance to Rus-
sia’s military strength. “Fifty percent of the circumpolar region is the ter-
ritory of a NATO member, and four out of five Arctic coastal states are 
NATO members,” said analyst Heather Conley of the Center for Strategic 
and International Studies.81 Russia owns the other 50 percent.

A careful balance must be struck to avoid a provocative militarization 
of the Arctic region. “Canada strongly opposes any NATO involvement 
on sovereignty grounds and other NATO members are concerned with 
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negative Russian reaction,” Conley continued.82 Russia’s reaction to 
NATO posturing has been telling. In March 2009 Russia’s NATO ambas-
sador stated that Moscow would not cooperate with the alliance on Arc-
tic matters.83 In September 2010 Medvedev reportedly observed that “the 
Arctic can do fine without NATO.”84 Clearly, NATO is not the preferred 
forum to engage Russia on collaboration in the Arctic.

Realizing that Russia’s economic prosperity hinges upon continued 
access to natural resources and global markets provides a foundation for 
understanding Russia’s Arctic strategy. Russia’s commitment to the 
peaceful development of the Arctic region is critical as instability could 
unhinge the viability of international investment in the NSR or the re-
sources transported upon it. However, because of Russia’s resource-
driven economy, stability may rely on increasingly high petroleum prices. 
Loe contends that an economically strong Russia is likely to drive the 
government toward increased participation in the United Nations, G20, 
and other supranational institutions. This may result in a more authori-
tarian Russian government but may also foster a renewed democratiza-
tion within the nation.85

Resolving the 40-year-old border dispute with Norway may fore-
shadow a more compromising foreign policy where the economic needs 
of both parties can be met. Furthermore, Northern Eagle 2012, a joint 
Russian-US-Norwegian naval exercise, brought military forces from each 
nation to the Barents Sea to carry out diverse scenarios ranging from 
search and rescue to antipiracy engagements and air defense drills.86 The 
exercise, which took place outside the auspices of NATO, was a promis-
ing signpost for the potential of combined security operations in the fu-
ture. However, other nations should remain wary. If a low-cost alterna-
tive to oil and natural gas was developed, resource-driven economies in 
Russia and the Middle East have the most to lose.87 If Russia retains an 
economy based on raw materials, it may be left with few options to regain 
economic and political stability if its gamble for Arctic fossil fuels does 
not pay out.

The Norwegian Government’s High North Strategy
The Norwegian Government’s High North Strategy was published in 

December 2006. Since that time, Norway has been so successful in 
achieving the objectives outlined in its strategy that it published an up-
dated document, New Building Blocks in the North: The Next Step in the 
Government’s High North Strategy, in March 2009. Norway’s revised strat-
egy is detailed and comprehensive. Due to the nation’s relative size and 
location, far greater attention is focused on the development of the Arc-
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tic, and Norway recognizes that it plays a unique role in this endeavor. 
Norway cites seven main political priorities that are echoed in its strategy 
documents:

1. We will exercise our authority in the High North in a credible, con-
sistent and predictable way.

2. We will be at the forefront of international efforts to develop 
knowledge in and about the High North.

3. We intend to be the best steward of the environment and natural 
resources in the High North.

4. We will provide a suitable framework for further development of 
petroleum activities in the Barents Sea, and will seek to ensure that 
these activities boost competence in Norway in general and in 
North Norway in particular, and foster local and regional business 
development.

5. We intend the High North policy to play a role in safeguarding the 
livelihoods, traditions and cultures of indigenous peoples in the 
High North.

6. We will further develop people-to-people cooperation in the High 
North.

7. We will strengthen our cooperation with Russia.88

As a global leader in Arctic maritime operations and petroleum pro-
duction, Norway offers knowledge, technical expertise, and a stable sup-
ply of energy resources. Investments in technology and infrastructure to 
support this capability are central to the government’s action plans. Nor-
way’s long-term relationship with both Russia and NATO grants the na-
tion a unique security position and an active role and balanced perspec-
tive in international forums. Norway’s strategy deftly capitalizes on its 
strengths and serves as a model for other nations.

Norway sees itself as a knowledge leader and seeks to stay ahead of 
competitors. The nation is pursuing national projects on the cutting edge 
of technology to support climate research, maritime safety, ship tracking, 
and oil spill response while integrating with the International Maritime 
Organization to establish safety and environmental standards for mari-
time transport.89 Norway sees its space industry and space infrastructure 
as an area for future expansion. It is partnering with the European Union 
to make the Galileo satellite navigation system more effective in the High 
North and with the European Space Agency to participate in the Global 
Monitoring for Environment and Security program to enhance climate 
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monitoring and research.90 Norway is actively utilizing its knowledge 
base to gain influence and cooperation in international forums to mold a 
policy that meets the nation’s future business and security needs.

A key component of Norway’s strategy is the development of the pe-
troleum industry and associated infrastructure to capitalize on recent 
discoveries of oil and natural gas in the Barents Sea. Norway views these 
resources as an opportunity to create “positive, regional and national 
ripple effects” associated with petroleum activities.91 Rather than seeing 
petroleum production as a singular goal, Norway recognizes that tech-
nology, business development, northern infrastructure, and employment 
are all intertwined. Norwegians see their resource wealth as an opportu-
nity to draw business and talent to the nation. Norway’s government has 
embarked upon a national transport plan that spans 2010–19.92 This “ex-
traordinary strategic effort” will link road, rail, air, and sea networks to 
northern Norway and the Barents Sea and power them with a secure and 
robust electric transmission infrastructure.93 Norway may face a down-
side risk of a growth in international maritime traffic, creating a com-
mensurate risk of an ecological incident. However, the nation is attempt-
ing to capitalize on the upside of increased traffic by providing a favorable 
business model as a logistics provider by providing supplies and port fa-
cilities to serve as transportation hubs. By straddling the western outlet of 
the NSR, Norway may be able to serve as a nexus for the transfer of cargo 
from slower ice-capable vessels to conventional ships to help minimize 
operating costs to shippers.

As a member of NATO and a primary partner with Russia, Norway 
stands in a unique security position. The first priority for Norway in its 
High North strategy is to “exercise [its] authority in a credible, consistent 
and predictable way.”94 While assuring sovereignty of its land and mari-
time borders is a cornerstone of policy, Norway sees the majority of its 
security challenges as cross-sectorial, requiring cooperation between ci-
vilian and military authorities.95 Norway views combining the effective-
ness of its armed forces, coast guard, and police force as central to meet-
ing both its national and international obligations.96 Protection of natural 
resources and emergency response are identified as central mission sets 
for these forces.

A political priority for Norway is cooperation with Russia. It has devel-
oped a program administered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and al-
located $22.5 million in 2009 to foster civil, academic, medical, environ-
mental, and cultural connections between the two nations.97 According to 
Norway’s strategy, “relations with Russia form the central bilateral dimen-
sion of Norway’s High North policy.”98 Furthermore, “Norway’s policy 
toward Russia is based on pragmatism, interests and cooperation.”99
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Norway’s relations with Russia have a history of being peaceful. In 
fact, Norway is the only country sharing a border with Russia that has 
never been at war with Russia. Russian concession over ownership of a 
significant portion of the resource-rich Barents Sea in 2010 only serves to 
further cement the relationship between the two nations. NATO, in com-
parison, receives only scant acknowledgement in Norway’s strategy for 
playing an ongoing role “in maintaining stability and predictability and 
to preserve a low level of tension that has traditionally characterized the 
region.”100 Norway understands that NATO provides the necessary mili-
tary might to counterbalance possible aggression from its Russian neigh-
bors but also realizes that its economic prosperity is enabled and bol-
stered by the support and stability of Russia.

American Arctic Region Policy
The United States has a strategy deficit in the Arctic. America’s cap-

stone strategy document, the 2010 National Security Strategy, offers only 
one sentence on the Arctic: “The United States is an Arctic Nation with 
broad and fundamental interests in the Arctic region, where we seek to 
meet our national security needs, protect the environment, responsibly 
manage resources, account for indigenous communities, support scien-
tific research, and strengthen international cooperation on a wide range 
of issues.”101 In January 2009, less than two weeks before Barack Obama 
was sworn in as the 44th president of the United States, the Bush admin-
istration published National Security Presidential Directive 66 (NSPD-
66), Arctic Region Policy. This concise document contains guidance on US 
interests in the Arctic and how those interests influence policy. Quite dis-
parate from the strategies articulated by Russia and Norway, the Ameri-
can document is far more general, focusing on broad objectives rather 
than highlighting specific goals or identifying programs or initiatives de-
signed to achieve them. Six policy points are outlined in the document:

1. Meet national security and homeland security needs relevant to the 
Arctic region;

2. Protect the Arctic environment and conserve its biological re-
sources;

3. Ensure that natural resource management and economic develop-
ment in the region are environmentally sustainable;

4. Strengthen institutions for cooperation among the eight Arctic na-
tions (United States, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, 
Russian Federation, and Sweden);
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5. Involve the Arctic’s indigenous communities in decisions that af-
fect them; and

6. Enhance scientific monitoring and research into local, regional, 
and global environmental issues.102

While these policy points mirror issues addressed in the strategies of 
Norway and Russia, the vagueness in how they will be achieved demon-
strates the lack of a comprehensive strategy for the region. Perhaps this 
was done to allow President Obama the opportunity of clarifying how 
America would move forward in the Arctic. Yet, as of April 2013, a com-
prehensive Arctic strategy for the United States has yet to be released.* A 
review of NSPD-66 reveals that the United States is still developing its 
vision for how to address concerns in its own portion of the Arctic with 
only scant consideration for how developments in the Eurasian Arctic 
may influence America’s interests at home and abroad.

NSPD-66 advocates for broad international cooperation on climate 
research, maritime safety, and environmental protection—all worthy 
goals. American policy advocates acting through agencies such as the 
Arctic Council, the IMO, and the United Nations as key vehicles toward 
advancing these objectives. Engaging on these common and unifying in-
terests through international institutions is a sentiment shared by all Arc-
tic nations. However, America’s hesitance to ratify UNCLOS or endorse 
the Kyoto Protocol sends mixed signals to the international community. 
If supposed unifying issues are to be addressed in a more extensive and 
meaningful way, it will require consensus, resources, and coordinated ac-
tion from all Arctic nations.

America realizes that the Arctic may be an emerging arena for na-
tional security concerns. NSPD-66 identifies key security interests in-
cluding “missile defense and early warning; deployment of sea and air 
systems for strategic sealift, strategic deterrence, maritime presence, and 
maritime security operations; and ensuring freedom of navigation and 
overflight.”103 Of these, the most contentious issue for the United States in 
the Eurasian Arctic will likely involve ensuring freedom of the seas. The 
document states that “freedom of the seas is a top national priority. . . . 
The Northern Sea Route includes straits used for international naviga-
tion; the regime of transit passage applies to passage through those straits. 
Preserving the rights and duties relating to navigation and overflight in 
the Arctic region supports our ability to exercise these rights throughout 

*This statement was current when the paper was written; however, in May 2013, National 
Strategy for the Arctic Region was released by the White House, http://www.whitehouse.
gov/sites/default/files/docs/nat_arctic_strategy.pdf.
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the world, including those strategic straits.”104 This position puts the 
United States at odds with Russia’s claims to jurisdiction over the NSR. 
Access to the route has not been contested by anything other than ice 
since it was opened to international traffic in 1991; however, rights to 
international transit of the NSR is one area likely to invoke tension as 
traffic along the route increases.

Resource development in the Arctic is also important to the United 
States, but, unlike Russia and Norway, the economics associated with re-
source development do not dominate national interests. Regions in 
Alaska offer the opportunity for resource collection, but NSPD-66 ac-
knowledges that “most known Arctic oil and gas resources are located 
outside of United States jurisdiction.”105 Like all nations, the United States 
seeks to ensure its sovereignty over its Arctic territory. NSPD-66 calls 
specific attention to the importance of legally defining areas of the seabed 
and continental shelf that are subject to resource development. These 
concerns are focused on Alaskan resources, but it is an issue that legally 
parallels Norway’s and Russia’s claims in the Eurasian Arctic. Ensuring 
the legal basis for resource claims is a critical enabler for business invest-
ment and development.

While NSPD-66 highlights some of America’s interests in the Arctic, it 
fails to provide a comprehensive road map for how to achieve national 
interests in the Arctic. America’s Arctic policy lacks the international en-
gagement and the specificity to spur the programs and to capitalize on 
the unique opportunities that the “the opening of the fifth ocean” may 
provide. Receding Arctic ice will influence global resource flows and 
economies. Naturally, such shifts may influence security establishments 
in North America as well as the Eurasian Arctic. In a constrained re-
source environment, it will be difficult to divert adequate resources to 
develop hard power solutions in anticipation of an uncertain Arctic fu-
ture. A strategy for the Eurasian Arctic must include a thorough under-
standing of desired end states and match those to the ways and means to 
achieve them. The strategy must also strongly consider how an evolving 
Arctic will impact America at home and abroad.

Recommendations
The United States must identify a desired end state across a given time 

frame and align elements of national power in arenas that it can posi-
tively influence to develop an effective strategy for the Eurasian Arctic. 
Determining a suitable time frame is a critical task, and America is be-
hind its Arctic peers. Russia and Norway have used 2020 as a milestone 
for Arctic development in their strategies. Environmental and economic 
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developments taking place over this period will be critical to the region. 
America should consider 2025 as a viable time frame to account for these 
developments and ensure an adequate time horizon for policy and pro-
grams identified in strategy to reach fruition. America should seek a free 
flow of global trade along the NSR, a minimal international military 
presence in the Arctic, an economically stable Russia, a strong Norwe-
gian partner, and improved international cooperation on environmental 
and maritime safety issues. In a resource-constrained environment, the 
Eurasian Arctic offers America the opportunity to adapt to an evolving 
geopolitical situation rather than attempting to control or exploit it with 
hard power. A targeted American strategy potentially can decrease global 
reliance on Middle Eastern petroleum, improve market access and en-
ergy security for European allies, and reduce tension by deepening the 
economic interdependence between China and the West.

Freedom of navigation and rights to offshore resource development 
must remain central elements of American Arctic policy; convincing the 
US Congress to ratify UNCLOS should be central to Arctic strategy. 
UNCLOS, the international treaty that governs both freedom of naviga-
tion and claims to offshore continental shelves, establishes guidelines for 
utilization of the world’s oceans.106 Put into force in 1994, 164 countries 
and the European Union have acceded to it. As part of policy implemen-
tation, NSPD-66 calls for the US Senate to agree to UNCLOS.107 Ameri-
ca’s ability to influence the international community on freedom of the 
seas is significantly hindered by nonaccession. By not signing, America 
has lost its seat at the table in discussions concerning interpretation of the 
treaty.

UNCLOS can solidify the legal status of the NSR as an international 
trade route. Russia makes the valid claim that portions of the NSR cur-
rently transit territorial waters within 12 nm of its coast. As such, Russia 
has the right to maintain jurisdiction over these areas and administer 
them as it sees fit. For transit considerations, areas beyond the 12 nm 
boundary are considered international waters (fig. 5). It is to Russia’s ad-
vantage to encourage global access rather than imposing extraneous fees 
or restricting access. Profitability of the route hinges upon consistent ac-
cess, and Russia stands to benefit from operating its icebreakers to facili-
tate access with the lowest possible cost to shippers. As ice recedes, ves-
sels transiting the NSR will be able to utilize passages that never enter 
Russian territorial seas. Freedom of shipping can be gained through in-
ternational agreement and economic imperative rather than increased 
military presence.
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Figure 5. Maritime zones per United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea. (Courtesy of PAME Arctic Council, Arctic Marine Shipping Assess-
ment 2009 Report, April 2009, 52, http://www.pame.is/images/03_Projects 
/AMSA/AMSA_2009_report/AMSA_2009_Report_2nd_print.pdf.)

UNCLOS also serves as the vehicle to formally define national exclu-
sive economic zones (EEZ) for resource development. This provides an 
internationally sanctioned means of exercising sovereignty over offshore 
resources. American accession to the treaty not only has the potential to 
secure access and encourage investment in Alaskan oil resources but also 
has the added benefit of reducing tension over resource claims in the 
Eurasian Arctic that have the greatest potential to spark conflict. These 
reasons have led the Department of Defense to actively advocate for ac-
cession to UNCLOS in the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review Report.108 
Admiral Roughead also recognized the importance of participating in 
UNCLOS. “Many of my colleagues and foreign navies, and my counter-
parts, will come to me and say, ‘we need your leadership at the table,’ be-
cause there are other countries that are using the challenges, particularly 
as it applies in the EEZs, to drive a change in that customary law and I 
believe that we as a nation are at a significant disadvantage if we are not 
there,” he said.109

Support for UNCLOS is far from unanimous. Primary opposition to 
UNCLOS resides in a Republican Senate minority. They contend that the 
treaty opens the door for environmental litigation and yields excessive ar-
bitration power to the United Nations. Furthermore, the treaty calls for a 
royalty of as much as 7 percent levied against profits derived from offshore 
production to be redistributed to landlocked nations.110 Donald Rumsfeld 
argued against ratification, citing these royalties as “a new idea of enor-
mous consequence.” He added that such a construct “could become a 
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precedent for the resources of outer space.”111 Military support for the 
treaty is strong; however, a 33-star letter signed by retired flag officers con-
tends the treaty limits military activities and hinders force projection.112 
Despite these objections, UNCLOS serves as a foundation upon which 
other elements of American Arctic strategy must be built. As such, com-
promise is warranted. America should choose to join a vast majority of 
nations and assume a role in administration of UNCLOS to protect its 
greater Arctic interests. This will demonstrate the value of freedom of ac-
cess, global trade, and international cooperation in the Eurasian Arctic.

Engagement with Russia must evolve in order for America to achieve 
strategic goals in the Eurasian Arctic. Rather than resorting to a Cold 
War–era ideology of power balancing and containment, America must 
recognize that an economically strong Russia is a stable Russia. Russia 
traditionally pursues foreign policy along a heavily interest-driven 
agenda with independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity, and interna-
tional influence at the forefront.113 Russia’s interests and those of the 
world are conveniently aligned in the Eurasian Arctic. Russia’s muted 
rhetoric and embrace of international institutions in its Arctic strategy 
are indicative of a new direction for its foreign policy. Russia’s economic 
development depends on the export of resources and the routes linking 
them to the outside world. Russia eventually needs to shift its nation’s 
economy away from a resource-driven economy. Ice recession extends 
the viability of Russia’s petroleum economy but also connects to Asian 
markets that promote a more balanced economy with new emphasis on 
manufacturing. The route itself offers opportunity for capital investments 
in icebreaking and logistical services supporting increased shipping traf-
fic. Stable and unrestricted trade along the NSR is in the mutual eco-
nomic interest of both Russia and the world, offering a far greater benefit 
than the short-term political leverage achieved by restricting the flow of 
energy resources.

Reducing Russia’s urge to increase military presence in the Arctic 
should be a key element to American strategy. If Russia’s primary con-
cern is securing economic stability, then it will choose to develop military 
capacity commensurate to threats perceived. The decision to compro-
mise with Norway over sovereignty of historically contested resources 
strongly indicates that Russia’s actions will be aligned with the tone and 
methods espoused in its Arctic strategy. Russia’s near-term acquisition of 
eight ballistic missile submarines may appear aggressive; however, it 
should be seen as a low-cost hedge against NATO’s superior conventional 
forces. Defense minister Sergei Ivanov warns, “If NATO remains a mili-
tary alliance with an offensive military doctrine, Russia will have to ade-
quately revise its military planning and principles regarding the develop-
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ment of its armed forces, including its nuclear forces.”114 With a credible 
nuclear deterrent in place on both sides, reduced military expenditures 
could reduce tensions and facilitate reinvestment in the economic recov-
ery of both Russia and America.

America’s Arctic military capabilities may lag behind regional com-
petitors. Rather than increasing military presence, America should en-
gage in continued cooperation with regional partners including Russia to 
enhance the Navy’s ability to respond to cross-sectorial concerns includ-
ing antipiracy, disaster, and emergency response. These contingencies are 
far more likely than large conventional military conflicts. Identifying 
support and coordination shortfalls in such endeavors provides a more 
comprehensive emergency response capacity through enhanced relations 
among participants. Investing in the US Coast Guard’s icebreaking ca-
pacity is an important aspect of this requirement that must not be forgot-
ten in shrinking defense budgets.

In the 2011 Unified Command Plan, US Northern Command was 
given advocacy for Arctic capabilities, while the US European Command 
retained responsibility for operations in the Eurasian Arctic.115 While this 
construct is valuable for coordination between the Department of Home-
land Security and the Coast Guard, the US European Command must 
remain actively involved in advocating for Arctic capabilities to support 
allies in the region. The United States should fund acquisition to achieve 
an end strength of four heavy and two medium icebreakers within the 
2025 time frame to provide credible access for global Arctic operations. 
Perhaps Russian nuclear-powered icebreaking technologies could pro-
vide a valuable blueprint.

American strategy should include a strengthened partnership with 
Norway. Norway’s maritime expertise and relationships with both Russia 
and NATO make it an invaluable interlocutor and regional leader. In-
stead of attempting to outspend Norway in Arctic and maritime research, 
America should look to take a supporting role in the development of 
mutually beneficial technologies supporting surveillance, maritime 
safety, environmental protection, and emergency response. The invest-
ments that Norway is making today in these technologies and the infra-
structure that supports them chart a cost-effective road map for Ameri-
can corporations to follow as they seek to develop Alaskan resources. 
Keeping Norway at the forefront of maritime technology and as a sup-
plier to global shipping helps guard its economy should the petroleum 
market falter. Norway’s petroleum resources provide a hedge for Europe 
against Russian control of the flow of oil and gas. Norway will likely want 
to sell petroleum in Asia; its NATO link should keep Russia from getting 
aggressive with the country’s shipping, resources, or sovereignty. Fur-
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thermore, because of its location, Norway maintains a military force op-
timized for Arctic operations. America can learn from Norway’s experi-
ence and enhance interoperability by expanding participation in joint 
military exercises. America can benefit from Norway’s development of 
maritime surveillance and satellite utilization through information-
sharing agreements. Finally, when engaging Russia, Norway’s support in 
multilateral institutions will have greater influence than bilateral negotia-
tions alone. Modeling aspects of America’s Arctic strategy utilizing Nor-
way’s example provides a valuable starting place for strengthening the 
bonds between America and a vital ally.

Supporting expansion of global trade through the NSR warrants con-
sideration for how the United States should interface with the interna-
tional community. Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, and Sweden join 
Norway, Russia, and the United States as active members of the Arctic 
Council. The Arctic Council was chartered as “a high-level intergovern-
mental forum to promote cooperation, coordination and interaction 
among the Arctic States.”116 It provides a forum for the Arctic nations to 
address issues of mutual concern in the arenas of maritime safety, re-
source development, and environmental protection. All eight Arctic 
Council nations have explicitly endorsed the council as their preferred 
forum for such discussions in their published strategies or policies.117 In-
creasingly, other nations, recognizing the Arctic’s growing importance, 
have sought to participate on the council. France, Germany, the Nether-
lands, Poland, Spain, and the United Kingdom have been granted ob-
server status. Furthermore, 17 other nations and organizations will be 
considered for observer status between 2013 and 2015 including China, 
Japan, India, and the European Union.118 America should encourage ob-
server status for China and India. These nations have growing industrial 
economies with a massive demand for petroleum. Actively involving 
them in environmental reform potentially can improve the global envi-
ronmental concerns resulting from warming trends influenced by in-
creased carbon emissions.

International participation through the council should be encour-
aged; however, voting power should remain solely in the hands of the 
Arctic nations. The Arctic nations will bear the financial burden for pro-
viding the majority of vessel monitoring, emergency response, and envi-
ronmental clean up capability. By encouraging the world to utilize the 
Arctic in both an economically profitable and environmentally sustain-
able way, the Arctic nations have the potential to reap great dividends 
while minimizing the downside risks associated with increased human 
activity.
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The Arctic Council was not chartered to manage security-related con-
cerns in the Arctic. As NATO activity excludes Russian participation, 
America should advocate for a multilateral forum to manage collective 
security concerns. Collective Arctic security has the potential to enhance 
information sharing and diffuse the costs associated with domain aware-
ness and emergency response. Conley advocates for an Arctic coast 
guard forum to enhance enforcement of drug and migrant trafficking 
and vessel monitoring.119 Oldin Strader of the Arctic Institute recom-
mends an Arctic Council security agreement and a multilateral Arctic 
response force.120 He advocates that such a structure enhances transpar-
ency and cooperation while avoiding a military buildup in the Arctic.121 
A forum—separate from the Arctic Council—dedicated to addressing 
security concerns brings America much needed Arctic access at a sig-
nificantly lower buy-in cost than developing indigenous assets. While 
America loses some flexibility in this structure, deemphasizing Ameri-
can unilateral capacity in the Eurasian Arctic will likely serve as a stabi-
lizing influence in the region.

The Arctic presents a harsh and rapidly changing environment. Amer-
ican strategy must adapt to capitalize on the unique and imminent op-
portunities manifest within these challenges. Given the necessary em-
phasis placed on other regions of the world, the Arctic is an often 
forgotten realm. While the threat of conflict in the High North may ap-
pear remote, the growth of strategic importance in the Eurasian Arctic is 
tied irrevocably to the receding ice that currently shrouds the NSR and 
the oil fields of the Barents and Kara Seas. America cannot afford to ne-
glect its strategy in the Eurasian Arctic with the uncertainty associated 
with petroleum markets and global shipping. In order for such a strategy 
to be successful, America must make some near-term investments in 
technology and capability. But it need not do so blindly or alone. Invest-
ment in relationships with international partners must be the central 
component of America’s strategy in the Eurasian Arctic.
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